Many plan sponsors would increase the effectiveness of their plan by adding a retirement income solution(s) to their
plan. Plans that offer an institutionally priced income option(s) provide additional security to their plan participants and
offer a higher state of retirement readiness as institutionally priced solutions offer more income than their retail
counterparts. HR representatives and financial representatives are analyzing this issue to determine if their plan is
enhanced as a human resource management tool in attracting, retaining and managing their most precious resource –
their human resources.

This document can be used as a working tool for consultants, advisors, attorneys and sponsors that seek guidance in
making the plan design decision regarding income options and the fiduciary decision when selecting the actual option to
install as part of the plan. This document is a companion piece to presentations provided by IRIC that can accessed at
http://iricouncil.org/evaluation-tools/
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The first step is a simple yes or no question: After educating yourself on the basic retirement income solutions
available in the marketplace and understanding why some sponsors have added retirement income to their plan,
do you believe retirement income education and solutions can help manage H.R. and/or save money and is
priority for organization? If the answer to that question is yes, then you proceed with the analysis regarding
retirement income. If you conclude that retirement income does not enhance the effectiveness of your plan, then
you and your plan should not add a retirement income solution.
The initial analysis is simply a test of alignment of beliefs. Based on an organization’s beliefs, culture, and
objectives, your retirement plan design and draw down options may or may not align with corporate values and
vision. Once this foundational alignment is determined, a more detailed analysis can occur. So let’s get started –
how do your beliefs as an organization affect the decision around retirement income and your DC plan?
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For plan sponsors that have added retirement income, they would agree with most or all of the above statements
both before and after the decision to add income solutions to their plan. Do the above statements and retirement
income attributes resonate with you and your organization? Let’s get into the specifics and compare your beliefs
to sponsors that hold retirement income in high regard.
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Pencil in your level of agreement to these statements and see if your beliefs around retirement income align
your organizational goals. If so, keep going. We can drill down a little further. You will find similar charts on
the subsequent pages – so have your HR reps and others on the plan’s board of directors pencil in their level of
agreement on these belief statements to see if you are consistent across the board members and if your plan can
be a better HR management tool for your organization.
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Retirement income is not for all plans. Currently, according to a Willis Towers Watson survey, 30% of all plans have
added a retirement income solution, while another 60% will consider adding a solution in next couple of years. Some
plans that have gone through the analysis have decided against adding Retirement Income while others have
determined that it simply is not a priority. If you are leaning towards a no decision or a delayed decision, see if you
agree with the above belief statements. However, if you are leaning toward a ‘YES’ decision, you should concur with
the beliefs below.
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Some sponsors will facilitate the income decision for their employees by negotiating with an insurer, annuity
platform or other service that facilitates the distribution of the participant’s assets out of the plan and rollover
into the platform for income distribution to participants. These are all considered employer-driven solutions, but
sponsors need to determine if “in-plan” solutions are preferred to “out of plan” solutions. The above belief
statements can help bring some clarity to that decision.
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There are several solutions in the DC market that can integrate retirement income into the plan’s QDIA. This
slide is intended to help you think through the issues related to “auto income.” In essence, the decision is around
affirmative election of retirement income or a default approach to retirement income. Some believe that most
participants should make this decision on their own, while others believe that automating retirement security
(auto enroll, auto invest, auto escalate and auto income) is in the best interest of most participants. What do you
think?
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If you went through the analysis, and you concluded that adding an income solution to your plan makes sense,
you will need to better understand the available solutions in the DC market today. And, you will need to
understand what solutions your RK can accommodate on their system. To better understand the solutions
available, IRIC sponsored a presentation in October of 2019 by Steve Vernon that outlines all of the available
options with the pros and cons for each of them. You can find a replay of that presentation at
http://iricouncil.org/evaluation-tools/. Also, IRIC has developed a RK questionnaire that will enable you to
better understand your RK’s capability around retirement income. Find that document at
http://iricouncil.org/reference-library/#1520352029004-a5bd14a5-5d25

More about IRIC
The mission of the Institutional Retirement Income Council (IRIC) is to facilitate the culture shift of defined contribution plans from
supplemental savings programs to programs that provide retirement security through institutional income strategies and solutions within
our defined contribution system. By providing a forum for insightful, solutions-oriented thought leadership on institutional retirement
income, the IRIC is promoting the need for retirement income adequacy for defined contribution plan participants.
A membership-based organization, IRIC is supported by sponsors, and a panel of industry advisors, who are dedicated to sharing best
practices, informing about legislative and regulatory issues and facilitating solutions for plan sponsors and their participants.
IRIC is a product agnostic and provider agnostic organization. IRIC supports guaranteed products, non-guaranteed products, and other
drawdown income strategies. Through best practices development, IRIC creates an environment that fosters adoption and utilization of
retirement income directly from DC plans that best meets the needs of both sponsors and participants.
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